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2568. Ó Néill (Pádraig P.): Irish glosses in a twelfth-century copy of Boethius’s Consolatio philosophiae.

In Ériu 55 (2005), pp. 1-17.

MS Firenze, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Plut. 78.19. Includes index of Irish words.

2569. Wiley (Dan M.): Niall Frossach’s true judgement.

In Ériu 55 (2005), pp. 19-36.

Argues that reddening (imder goid) and eruption of steam (de) are connected with an Irish hagiographical motif, and that their attribution to Niall is politically motivated.


2571. Toner (Gregory): Authority, verse and the transmission of senchas.

In Ériu 55 (2005), pp. 59-84.

Argues that the use of verse within narrative (prosimetrum) was a literary device consciously used by medieval Irish writers in order to imbue their texts with different degrees of veracity (testimonial, authoritative, corroborative).

2572. Breathnach (Caomhín): The significance of the orthography of Irish proper names in the Codex Salmanticensis.


Suggests a 13th c. date of composition for MS on grounds that features of spelling reveal similarities with Irish and Anglo-Norman hands in the annals.

2573. Ó Maolalaigh (Roibeard): A Gaulish-Gaelic correspondence: s(o)ux- and suac(h)un.

In Ériu 55 (2005), pp. 103-117.

ad P.-Y. Lambert, in Ériu 51 (2000), pp. 180-192. The apparent divergence of the Scottish Gaelic reflexes is explained by the merger of historical c and chd/cht.
2574. McLaughlin (Roisin): Metres in *Mittelirische Verlehren* III.  

Suggests, through analysis of the metres illustrated in the tract, that *Auricept na nÉces* and *In Lébor Ogaim* were among the sources of its compiler.

2575. Schrijver (Peter): Varia: I. More on non-Indo-European surviving in Ireland in the first millennium AD.  


Further non-Indo-European etyma discussed include: *pell*/*fell*, *petta*, *pit*/*fit*, *pluc*/*prapp*, *patu*/*pata*, *secatán*, *ciotóg*.

2576. McManus (Damian): Varia: II. *IGT* citations: further identifications.  


*In Ériu* 55 (2005), pp. 147–166.

Metrical fault compensated for by alliteration.

2682. McManus (Damian): Varia: III. Miscellanea on bardic poetry: 2a. Elision of unstressed vowels in compounds.  
*In Ériu* 55 (2005), pp. 149–150.

*In Ériu* 55 (2005), pp. 151–152.

*In Ériu* 55 (2005), pp. 152–159.

adbh’sir, do-ghní, ro-d fia (= OIr. rot-bia), *aill* in *feacht* n-ail *l* (= OIr. neut. aill), dochum/chum, beidid (= Mr. beitit), minihb.


niad, nid.

2686. McManus (Damian): Varia: III. Miscellanea on bardic poetry: 5. Forms of the word *aimh*.  
*In Ériu* 55 (2005), pp. 159–160.
.Data pl. annaibh.

Ascribed to Éochaith Ó hÉodhasa.


In Ériu 55 (2005), pp. 163–165.

Forms of address for patrons.

Closing on an opening f.

2676. Mc Manus (Damian): Varia: III Miscellanea on bardic poetry: 11. Repent in good time!
In Ériu 55 (2005), p. 166.
Metaphor of timely repentance.